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1. Introduction
Theme: Background variables on the contribution of the physical cultural heritage to gross value added
and to jobs generated
Origine: European Heritage Heads Forum (EHHF)

2. Objectives of the Survey
The EHHF Economic Taskforce aims at formulating clear indicators for assessing the economic
contribution of the physical cultural heritage, at European level, in order to answer the current need for
evidence-based policies. The Economic Taskforce concentrates particularly on the contribution of the
physical cultural heritage to gross value added and to jobs generated. Four most impacted economic
sectors are:
 The building and construction sector;
 The tourism sector;
 The real estate and property sector;
 The cultural and creative industries sector
In order to develop impact indicators, the Taskforce needs to collect background variables at EU level.
With this in mind, it was agreed that the Economic Taskforce would launch a crowdfinding through
HEREIN. The Taskforce will analyze the responses provided to develop strong statements on the value of
the cultural heritage sector in Europe. A report will be published in May 2016 and distributed at the EHHF
meeting to be held in Switzerland. This report will be the first of its kind to assemble key figures on the
built heritage in Europe, which should encourage EUROSTAT to produce new statistics about heritage.
Complete survey:
http://www.herein-system.eu/background-variables-contribution-physical-cultural-heritage-gross-valueadded-and-jobs-generated

3. Questions

a)
b)
c)
d)

Number of protected constructions (on the 31th of December in years 2014 and 2015)
Surface area of protected constructions (on the 31th of December in years 2014 and 2015)
Number of protected archaeological sites (on the 31th of December in years 2014 and 2015)
Budget for conservation, restoration, repair and maintenance spent by all government levels for
protected constructions in years 2014 and 2015?
e) Expenses spent by owners for the conservation, restoration, repair and maintenance of protected
constructions in years 2014 and 2015

Executive summary

This crowdfunding was launched on the 13th January, 2016 by the Secretariat of the Council of Europe
with a deadline set for the 22th February, 2016, extended to the 2 nd March, 2016. It was addressed to the
HEREIN National Coordinators. The crowdfunding received an amount of 27 replies: 22 in English and 5
in French. Participants were from:




Belgium – Brussels
Belgium – Flanders
Belgium – Wallonia
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Bosnia Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Denmark
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Scotland
Slovenia
Republic of Slovakia
Sweden
United Kingdom
Ukraine

These results have been sent to the EHHF Secretariat for analysis.
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RESULTS

1. BELGIUM - BRUSSELS
Brigitte Van der Brugghen
Questions
Number
of
protected
properties (31 December
2014 and 31 December
2015)

2014
1 276

2015
1 274

Comments
In Brussels-Capital Region, there are two types of legal
protection: classification and registration on the conservation
list. The former ensures strict protection of properties which
the regional government regards as being of particular
significance, and confers entitlement to grants for
maintenance and restoration work. Registration on the
conservation list is more flexible and enables the properties
protected to be integrated more easily into contemporary
life. For instance, certain alterations to change the use of
the properties may be allowed, provided that their heritage
interest is preserved.
The status does not confer
entitlement to regional grants.
Protection of outstanding properties concerns monuments
(all particularly outstanding buildings, including the
installations or decorative elements forming integral parts
thereof); complexes (all types of buildings that form a
sufficiently coherent urban or rural complex); sites (all
natural or manmade sites or combined sites); archaeological
sites (all areas of terrain, geological formations, buildings,
complexes or sites that include or may include
archaeological properties).
Sites and archaeological sites may include buildings which
are not outstanding as such, but which form part of the site
or archaeological site.
The statistics relate to properties for which protection
procedures are in progress and those definitively placed
under protection. The legal effects of protection are the
same in both cases, except that no grants are available from
Brussels-Capital Region for work on properties not yet
definitively placed under protection.
The figures given represent protection decisions covering
complexes, monuments, sites (including trees) and
archaeological sites.

Surface area of protected
properties (31 December
2014 and 31 December
2015)
Number
of
protected
archaeological
sites
(31 December 2014 and
31 December 2015)
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected properties in
2014 and 2015

29 324 897

29 378 327

6

6

€12 197 009

€12 507 182

Expenditure by owners for
the
conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance of protected
properties in 2014 and
2015

Hard to estimate.
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2. BELGIUM – FLANDERS
Serge Defresne
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

2014

2015
59.145

Comments
Important note:
1.

2.

In Flanders different listing categories are applied:
monuments, townscapes, villages capes, landscapes
and archaeological zones. Each – even monuments can be combinations of one or more constructions and
unbuilt surface (E.G. farmland, gardens, etc.);
The different listing categories can overlap: the same
construction can be located within the boundaries of a
listed monument, and at the same time being part of a
landscape, town- or villages cape and/or archeological
zone. This overlap is reflected in the total number of
‘listed’ constructions. Hereby an overview of date for
the different subdivisions:


Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

11.963.205,21

Listing category Number of constructions within
listing boundaries:
o
Archaeological zones 792;
o
Landscapes 10.669;
o
Monuments 15.468;
o
Town- and villagescapes 32.216
o
Total: 59.145

(3) The available figures concerning the number of listed
constructions are a snapshot of the current year (beginning
of 2016), on the basis of gis-data. At this moment it’s
impossible to provide retrospective information.
Important notes:
1. In Flanders different listing categories are applied:
monuments, townscapes, villages capes, landscapes
and archaeological zones. Each – even monuments can be combinations of one or more constructions and
unbuilt surface (E.G. farmland, gardens, etc.);
2. The different listing categories can overlap: the same
construction can be located within the boundaries of a
listed monument, and at the same time being part of a
landscape, town- or villagescape and/or archeological
zone. This overlap is reflected in the total number of
‘listed’ constructions. Hereby an overview of data for
the different subdivisions:


3.

Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

19

24

91.274.605,42

63.097.181,67
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Listing category Total surface (m²) of 'listed'
constructions
o
Archaeological zones 103.980,57;
o
Landscapes 1.979.311,16;
o
Monuments 4.597.802,25;
o
Town- and villagescapes 5.282.111,23
o
Total 11.963.205,21
The available figures concerning the number of listed
constructions are a snapshot of the current year
(beginning of 2016), on the basis of gis-data. At this
moment it’s impossible to provide retrospective
information.

Important notes:
1. The available (rough and partly generalized) figures
are based on the expenditure on heritage grants,
provided by the Flemish government. An important
number of grants is spent on listed constructions
owned or managed by (local) public authorities
(including places of worship);
2. Flemish grants cover 40 to 80% of specific restoration

Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

30.874.333,19

23.643.040,05

or maintenance costs. Percentages differ according to
the listing category, the type of owner, the type of
heritage and the type of location management. Basic
grants only cover small projects up to 25.000 Euros,
special grants are meant for projects of a (theoretically)
unlimited size;
3. The figures above include the remaining percentage of
the cost for which the grant is applicable, to be covered
by the public authorities having applied for the grant;
4. The figures above don’t reflect restoration,
maintenance or renovation projects of parts thereof for
which grants are not applicable, and for instance don’t
include investments in heritage owned by the Flemish
or Belgian government or in organizations operating at
that level (like the Belgian Railway Holding).
Important notes:
1.

2.

3.

3.

The available (rough and partly generalized)
figures are based on the expenditure on heritage
grants, provided by the Flemish government;
The figures above only concern projects by
private persons or private instances, having
applied for a grant and only concern the remaining
percentage of the cost for which the grant is
applicable;
The figures above don’t reflect restoration,
maintenance or renovation projects of parts
thereof for which grants are not applicable.

BELGIUM – WALLOON
Gislaine DEVILLERS

Questions
Number
of
protected
properties (31 December
2014 and 31 December
2015)
Surface area of protected
properties (31 December
2014 and 31 December
2015)
Number
of
protected
archaeological
sites
(31 December 2014 and
31 December 2015)

2014
2 971

2015
2 972

27 170 000

27 180 000

10

10

Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected properties in
2014 and 2015
Expenditure by owners for
the
conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance of protected
properties in 2014 and
2015

€30 306 867

€25 828 764

€30 000 000

€26 000 000

The average rate of grants is 65%. The 35% at the expense
of owners does not include expenditure for items for which
no grants are available or for routine maintenance. It is
therefore estimated that expenditure by owners is at least
equivalent to that by the public authorities.

2014
37

2015
30

Comments

4.

Comments
These are properties classified as monuments. Other
buildings are also protected as architectural complexes and
sites. However, in the case of protected complexes, the
component elements are not recorded separately.
Assessment was based on the surface area of buildings
classified as monuments multiplied by 1.5 to take account of
the elevation of certain monuments and the fact that only the
facades and roofs of certain other properties are listed.
Classification as an archaeological site was introduced in
Walloon legislation only relatively recently and is not
employed very frequently. However, before the concept
was introduced, some sites and monuments (238) were
classified on account of their archaeological value but were
not recorded as such.
These sums correspond to the Heritage Department’s
budgets for restoration and maintenance of classified
monuments, plus 5% for the contributions by the
municipalities and provinces.

BOSNIA HERZEGOVINA
Tarik Jazvin

Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th

6

of December in years 2014
and 2015
Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

-

-

There is no exact information about total area. The areas as
a whole comprise the cadastral plots. The sum of the areas
of all cadastral plots is total area of protected sites.

6

10

-

The three regional governments (the Government of the
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Government of
Republika Srpska and the Government of Brcko District) are
responsible for ensuring and providing the financial,
administrative, technical, scientific and legal resources
required for the protection, preservation, presentation and
restoration of national monuments. Common database does
not exist to show budget spent for protected sites
No information.

Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

5.

BULGARIE
Uliana Maleeva

Questions
Number
of
protected
properties (31 December
2014 and 31 December
2015)
Surface area of protected
properties (31 December
2014 and 31 December
2015)
Number
of
protected
archaeological
sites
(31 December 2014 and
31 December 2015)

2014
21 820

2015
21 815

Comments
The statistics are provided by the National Immoveable
Cultural Heritage Institute, which keeps a register of
immoveable cultural properties.
No data available.

15 550

15 561

The statistics are provided by the National Immoveable
Cultural Heritage Institute, which keeps a register of
immoveable cultural properties.
It should be noted that, under the Law on Cultural Heritage,
all archaeological sites, including unexplored sites, are
classified as immoveable archaeological cultural properties.
The figure here concerns only those sites listed under the
Law on Cultural Heritage.
No data available.

Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected properties in
2014 and 2015
Expenditure by owners for
the
conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance of protected
properties in 2014 and
2015

6.

No data available

CROATIA
Martina Ivanus

Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

2014
6.150

2015
6.509

Comments
The number of monuments in 2015 consists of all the entries
in the Register of Cultural Goods, new ones as well as the
amendments to the older ones.
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Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

7.

-

-

At present, we are not able to show the surface area of the
protected constructions.

979

1074

10.342.259,73 €

11.873.733,38 €

Directorate for the protection of cultural heritage monitors
government budget for conservation, restoration, repair and
maintenance that is allocated through a yearly call for
proposals and taxation. All the work on protected
constructions is under the supervision of conservation
officers. The government budget is the biggest investment
but the system for monitoring the total expenses spent by
the owners is presently being develop and it is not possible
to extract data for protected construction from the gross
budget spent for culture

CYPRUS
Irene Hadjisavva

Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

2014
7.078

2015
7.169

Comments
2014: 6086 Listed Buildings, 992 Ancient Monuments
2015: 6168 Listed Buildings, 1001 Ancient Monuments
Listed Buildings are designated under the Town and
Country Planning Law. Ancient Monuments are designated
under the Antiquities Law.
Note: The numbers of Ancient Monuments refer to listings .
It should be noted however that one listing may include
multiple structures. Data concerning their exact number are
not currently available.
Data not available.

269

275

6.800.000

7.000.000

Approximately: 5.500.000 Euros for Listed Buildings,
830.000 Euros for Ancient Monuments and the remaining
budget Local and Regional Authorities

13.500.000

13.550.000

The amounts stated are approximate. There are no exact
numbers as projects are usually implemented in a longer
period. For listed buildings, the ratio between public and
private expenditure is 1:3

2014

2015

Comments

8. DENMARK
Jørgen Westphal
Questions
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Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

9.

9.000

9.000

The numbers are an approximation as only the amount of
estates, which might comprise several constructions, are
recorded accurately.
Churches and other religious building are not included as
they are not managed under the Ministry of Culture/Agency
for Palaces and Culture.
Unknown
Data on area of protected constructions are not recorded.

141.511

144.522

The combined amount of sites underground, on the surface
or under water. Single finds of artifacts, not in context with a
site, are excluded.

20.700.000

20.700.000

The amounts are combined by government subsidies to
privately owned protected constructions and government
spending on publicly owned protected constructions.
Contributions from private funds and bridging finance from
other government bodies are omitted.
Unknown
Data on owner expenditure are not recorded.

FINLAND
Laura Tuominen

Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

2014
12.145

2015
12.180

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

-

-

28.000

30.000

9.000.000 €

8.500.000 €

Comments
The estimate consists of constructions protected according
to the following Acts:


The Land Use and Building Act (132/1999; the
estimate is some 10 000 in detailed plans. There
are more protected constructions on other
planning levels. No comprehensive national
statistics exist for these);

The Act on the Protection of the Built Heritage
(498/2010) and the Act that preceded it (60/1985);

The Decree on the Protection of State-owned
Buildings (480/1985; repealed in 2010 but the
decisions are still valid);

The Church Act of Evangelical-Lutheran Church
of Finland (1054/2006; protecting ecclesiastical
buildings, not only churches) and;

The Orthodox Church Act (985/2006).
No usable data concerning the surface area of protected
constructions is available (Data exist on nationally valuable
landscapes and cultural heritage sites of national
significance).
The numbers include registered prehistoric, historical and
underwater relics and sites protected according to the
Antiquities Act (295/1963). The increase is due to new
inventories made.
No comprehensive and updated statistical data of
government funding is available. Rough calculation is
around 9 million euros per year. Main sources are public
grants (in state budget) allocated for private owners and
societies and allocations by the Central Church Fund.
Institutions like state-owned Metsähallitus (National Forest
Agency) used 1 300 000 € in 2014 and also in 2015. Finnish
Local Heritage Federation allocated grants, 1 729 000 € in
2014 and 1 711 000 € in 2015, for the repair of communal
social buildings (on behalf of the Ministry for Education and
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Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

-

-

2014
43 609

2015

Culture).
No statistical data available.

10. FRANCE
Orane Proisy
Questions
Number
of
protected
properties (31 December
2014 and 31 December
2015)

Comments
31 December 2014, 43 609 buildings protected as historic
monuments:

29 474 lower category listed (inscrits)

14 135 higher category listed (classés)
NB: protected buildings covered by both categories are
counted with the higher category (classés).
2015 data: under preparation
No data available.

Surface area of protected
properties (31 December
2014 and 31 December
2015)
Number
of
protected
archaeological
sites
(31 December 2014 and
31 December 2015)
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected properties in
2014 and 2015

2.5% of total buildings protected as historic monuments, i.e.
approximately 1 090 protected archaeological sites (both
categories).
In 2014, the French government provided a sum of
€333.2 million in the draft national budget for the
maintenance and restoration of historic monuments.
In 2015, the French government provided a sum of
€327.7 million in the draft national budget for the
maintenance and restoration of historic monuments,
including €225.4 million at decentralised level (regional
cultural affairs directorates (DRAC)).
In 2014, central government’s public and private partners
(local and regional authorities, private owners) invested
€245 million in maintenance or restoration work on historic
monuments not belonging to the state.

Expenditure by owners for
the
conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance of protected
properties in 2014 and
2015

The estimated leverage is 2.1, i.e. for every euro invested by
central government, €2.10 are invested by its partners
(public and private) in maintenance or restoration work on
historic monuments not belonging to the state.
The data for 2015 are not yet available.

11. GEORGIA
Salomé Jamburia
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015

2014
154

2015
51

Comments
-

-

-

Information concerning the surface area of protected
constructions is not known

1

-

-
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Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

-

There were more than 140 objects rehabilitated in 2014
and 2015 years by the National Agency for Cultural heritage
Protection of Georgia, however almost all of them were
listed before. Only two of rehabilitated objects in 2015 were
listed in the same year.

-

-

-

Budget for conservation amounted at 187 844 GEL in 2015.
In addition to this 269 864 GEL was spent on archaeological
site (listed in 2014) in 2015.
-

2014
approx. 700.000
– 800.000

2015

Comments

2015
17.122

Comments
Source: Archaeological Cadaster

12. GERMANY
Judith Sandmeier
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

13. GREECE
Constantina Benissi
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on

approx.
80.000.000 €

2014

The number refers to the immovable monuments which are
protected by the archaeological law (3028/2002). Among
them 7.932 monuments are ancient (dated up to 1830) and
9.190 modern (dated after 1830). According to the above
mentioned law immovable monuments are "monuments
which are found on the ground, the seabed or on the bed of
lakes and rivers and cannot be removed without damage".
Immovable monuments also include installations, structures
decorative and other elements, which form an integral part
of monuments.
There is no data available.

3.200

Source: Archaeological Cadaster
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the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

120.637.239 €

Source: Hellenic Statistical Authority
The number refers to the conservation, maintenance and
restoration works, which has been completed or were still in
progress in 2014. Expenses for archaeological excavations
have been excluded.
There is not yet data available for 2015
There is no data available.

Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

14. HUNGARY
Reka Viragos
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

2014
14.344

2015
14.460

Comments
There are two different types of protection according to the
Hungarian Heritage Act: individual and territorial protection.
In 2014 the number of buildings under individual protection
is 14 295, and the number of buildings under territorial
protection (buildings protected as areas of historic
significance) is 49.
In 2015 the number of buildings under individual protection
is 14 413, and the number of buildings under territorial
protection (buildings protected as areas of historic
significance) is 47.
No data available.

58.420

58.464

Archeological sites in total: 58 464. From this total,
archeological site under individual protection: 1924 whereof
1696 is highly protected and 228 have increased protection.

4.636.130 €

7.419.420 €

In the Hungarian public administration there is no central
budget available for heritage maintenance. Therefore the
budget allocated for conservation, restoration, repair and
maintenance has to be collected from different sources. See
below budgets of public administration institutions which
have expenditures on heritage maintenance.
The National Cultural Fund is a separate state fund
(established by the Hungarian Parliament). Regarding the
built heritage elements of cultural heritage, the main aim of
the National Cultural Fund is to ensure the maintenance of
the built heritage elements in the long term. Applications
related to build heritage are evaluated by the College for
Architecture and Cultural Heritage. The annual budget of
this college is approximately 200 million HUF (643 000
EUR).
Hungarian National Asset Management Inc. is a central
state institute to manage national assets. It has a budget of
approx. 1,135 billion HUF (3 649, 52 EUR) yearly for
heritage maintenance.
Gyula Forster Centre for National Heritage Management
based on annual budget in 2015 allocated 972 441
thousand
HUF
(3127
EUR)
(estimation)
for
renovation/restoration costs. In 2014 Forster Centre
allocated 106 836 thousand HUF (344 EUR) for
renovation/restoration costs base on its annual budget.
Other financial resources: Operative Programs (available
until 2013); Rural Development Subsidies supporting rural
heritage (available until 2013).
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Budget of local municipalities spent on heritage
maintenance is not available (A table will be sent to the
EHHF Secretariat on the details.)
No data available.

Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

15. ICELAND
Agnes Stefansdottir
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

2014
520

2015
528

Comments
According to Icelandic law there are two levels of protection
on cultural heritage (constructions and archaeological sites).
The number given is the number of listed buildings. In
addition the law states that all cultural heritage 100 years old
and older is protected and cannot be altered or removed
without the consent of the Cultural Heritage Agency of
Iceland. It is estimated that around 4500 buildings are over
100 years old in Iceland.
-

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015

-

-

852

854

Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

80.550.000 ISK

71.950.000 ISK

-

-

Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

2014
3.282

2015
3.296

Comments
The numbers show immovable monuments in the list of
state protected cultural monuments with architectural,
historical, industrial value.

1.379.277.000

The displayed number shows area, which includes the
whole territory of the sites. For territorial sites, it includes not
only constructions, but also the whole territory within the
boundaries of the site. The square meters of each storey
and number of storeys is not included as we do not have
statistics of such inventory.

Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in

2.503

According to Icelandic law there are two levels of protection
on cultural heritage (constructions and archaeological sites).
The number given is the number of listed archaeological
sites. In addition the law states that all cultural heritage 100
years old and older is protected and cannot be altered or
removed without the consent of the Cultural Heritage
Agency of Iceland. It is estimated that 200.000 - 250.000
archaeological sites are over 100 years old in Iceland.
These numbers (in Icelandic Krona ISK) represent the
grants given by the Cultural Heritage Agency and the Prime
Minister’s Office directly to listed constructions whether in
public or private ownership. Information on the full figure
spent by government on constructions in their ownership is
not available without further research.
This information is not available

16. LATVIA
Agnese Rupenheite

2.507
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years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

1.480.718 €

692.100 €

This budget concerns state budget financing administered
by the State Inspection for Heritage Protection for
preservation, research, restoration of listed sites. The
budget of 2014 constitutes of state budget financing
administered by the State Inspection for Heritage and
additional investments from state budget and European
Regional Development Fund. The Inspection has no precise
data on budget spent by municipalities or other foundations.
The Inspection has no precise data on the budget spent by
owners. The Inspection performs consultation and control
function of the restoration works.

2014

2015
8.793

Comments
Data provided is the accurate one (i. e. to this date). There
is no possibility to provide data for different periods of time.

Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

17. LITHUANIA
Justina Bertulyte
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

Such data is not accumulated.

3.322

Data provided is the accurate one (i. e. to this date). There
is no possibility to provide data for different periods of time.

9.260.000 €

10.030.000 €

This is mostly conservation and restoration works, and
sometimes repairs. According to the law acts the
maintenance is not financed by the state.

590.000 €

1.320.000 €

This funding is known according to the number of owners
who had applied for the compensations of conservation and
restoration works done. The amount of funding of all works
such as repair and maintenance is unknown.

2014
909

2015
939

Comments
National protection:

18. LUXEMBOURG
Patrick Dondelinger
Questions
Number
of
protected
properties (31 December
2014 and 31 December
2015)

Surface area of protected
properties (31 December
2014 and 31 December
2015)
Number
of
protected
archaeological
sites
(31 December 2014 and
31 December 2015)

As at 31 December 2014: 582 buildings on the
supplementary list and 327 listed as national monuments
As at 31 December 2015: 600 buildings on the
supplementary list and 339 listed as national monuments.
No estimate possible.
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National protection:
As at 31 December 2014: 10 archaeological sites on the
supplementary list and seven listed as national monuments.

14

Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected properties in
2014 and 2015
Expenditure
spent by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected properties in
2014 and 2015

€7 760 000

€8 250 000

€7 400 000

€12 900 000

As at 31 December 2015: 10 archaeological sites on the
supplementary list and eight listed as national monuments.
Cost of restoration work carried out by central government
as project owner (2014: €6 776 430, 2015: €6 234 036) and
grants to municipalities and private individuals (2014:
€983 570, 2015: €2 015 964).

Sums estimated by multiplying the level of grants paid by
3.3.

19. NETHERLANDS
Maartje de Boer
*4th February 2016, numbers based on the Dutch Heritage Monitor
**The part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands outside of Europe is not taken into consideration.
*** Figures reflect the year 2014 unless otherwise stated.
**** The Netherlands is divided into twelve provinces, which are again divided into municipalities, of which there were 403 in 2014.
***** In general, the amounts mentioned below are an underestimate: these are the numbers that we know at this moment, we don't
know if this is complete.
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

2014
117.972

2015

Comments

National level: 61.768 (31/12/2014);

Regional level: 889 (October 2014);

Local level: 55.315 (31/12/2014, This is a combination
of constructions and archaeological sites, but
constructions are in the majority)
not available

1.435

National level (31/12/2014)

137.900.000 €
(national level)



National level:
o
Maintenance: 50.500.000 €
o
Restoration: 20.000.000 €
o
Fiscal, estimate: 65.000.000 €
o
Re-functioning heritage: 2.400.000 €



Regional level: estimate, of which €15.400.794,01 for
restoration



Data for local level are not available yet.



Maintenance: 50.500.000 €



Restoration, average subsidy rate of 51%: 17.346.389,
06 €




Fiscal, estimate: 97.500.000 €
Re-functioning heritage: 1.028.571 €

20.324.741,12 €
(regional level)

Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

20. NORWAY
Anja Heie
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014

2014
11.496

2015
11.721

Comments

15

and 2015
Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

6.54 km2

10.53 km2

95.049

97.299

43.139, 265 €

41.381,209 €

We have no figures available to quantify the amount of
funding from private and other sources that is released
through the direct funding from the central competent
heritage authorities. On the other hand we have empirical
data concerning the multiplicator factor for the relationship
between direct public (government) funding and the sums
this releases from other funding sources.
Multiplicator factor for funding released through government
funding is 1 to 4 and 1 money invested is calculated to
release app 3 in private and other funding.
We have used the app. average of the two multiplicators
given below.
Sources:

The Rambøl rapport. Assesing the effects of the
Asset Creation Programme. June 2012 (1 money
invested releases 2,55 in private and other
funding);

Society for the preservation of ancient
monuments – Fortidsminneforeningen. 2015. (1
money invested releases 3,22 in private and
other funding).

21. POLAND
Aleksandra Chabiera
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

2014
52.118

2015
53.230

Comments
Poland does define “protected constructions” as is described
in the note below. So, we present here the number of entries
in the Register of Monuments by types that matches your
“construction”
description:
sacral,
public,
farming,
residential, manor and utility buildings and edifices, and
industrial constructions.

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

45.775.003 m2

46.067.633 m2

Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015

7.647 and
452.038

7.741 and
455.523

Excluded are parks, gardens, cemeteries and other areal
entries.
Impossible to extract data as defined in the note below. The
numbers we present are related to the “bird’s-eye-view”
only. I.e. the outlines of monuments described in map data
base of registered monuments as”buildings, edifices and
small architecture”. We do not present the total surface with
all the floors.
The lower numbers (7647/7741) refer to the archaeological
sites protected by entry in the Register of Monuments.

Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for

A: 156.122
B: 336.230

No data for
executed
expenditures
yet. Only

The higher number refers to the State Inventory of
Monuments (identification of historical sites and objects data
base, also providing some legal protection).
Impossible to extract amounts limited to the activities
connected with the constructions as defined by this
crowdfinding. The amounts refer to “protection and
preservation of historical monuments” in general. A: central
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protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

planned budget:
A: 117.645;
B: 33.087

level budget; B: self-government level
(all amounts: in thousands PLN)

2015
55.510

Comments
31 December 2014: 47557 listed buildings
31 December 2014: 8197 scheduled monuments

Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
22. SCOTLAND
Lindsay KENTLY
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

2014
55.754

31 December 2015: 47301 listed buildings
31 December 2015: 8209 scheduled monuments
N/A

8.197

8.209

Scheduled monuments

£ 5.805.162
(7.478.280 €)

£5.376.479
(6.926.070 €)

We calculate using calendar years so under 2014 is our
2013-14 figure and under 2015 = 2014-15 figure

£35 M
(45.087.400 €)

£70.9M
(91.334.200 €)

Figures are calculated as below:

Grants Spend
Total Project Costs
Leverage Multiplier

2013-14
£11.1m
£35.0m
3:1

2014-15
£12.3m
£70.9m
5:8

23. REPUBLIC OF SLOVAKIA

Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

2014
9.862

2015
9.893

Comments
In the Slovak Republic constructions, objects and sites
recognized for their heritage value are mandatorily
preserved, maintained and protected through legislation on
national level – under the Act No. 49/2002 on the protection
of monuments and historic sites. Numbers stated in question
1 rely solely to immovable national monuments (i.e.
constructions), as registered in the Central Register of
Monuments and Historic Sites on given dates.
The exact information is unavailable at the moment.

296

297

According to the Central Register of Monuments and
Historic Sites.

1. National level
a) 5 580 797.00
EUR
b)
2 024
800.00 EUR
c) 53 300.00

1. National level
a) 5 780 797.00
EUR
b) 2 000 000.00
EUR
c) 16 000.00
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1.

National level

a)

Stated amounts relate to the governmental
subsidy programme Lets Renew Our House which
is coordinated by the Ministry of Culture and
aimed at research, conservation, restoration and

EUR

EUR

2. Regional,
local level
cca 250 000.00
EUR

2. Regional,
local level
cca 250 000.00
EUR

b)

c)

promotion of objects classified as national cultural
monuments. Private owners of national cultural
monuments may receive a subsidy up to 95% of
eligible expenditures.
Resources from state budget are available also
through the subsidy scheme of the Ministry of
Finance earmarked for conservation of large
constructions (i.e. fortification systems) in
ownership of municipalities.
Legal person may obtain specific smaller
subsidies to sustain national cultural monuments
through the scheme administered by the
Government Office.

2. Regional, local level

Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

5% of the
governmental
subsidy

5% of the
governmental
subsidy

Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

2014
35.017

2015
35.153

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

12.315.258 m2

12.478.382
m2

3.361

3.448

13.098.320,44 €
(Ministry of
Culture)

11.249.461,12 €
(Ministry of
Culture)

16.119.632,51 €
(Budget of local
government)

Budget of local
government: not
yet available

Further direct financial support runs through the subsidy
schemes of regional and local authorities which have their
own subsidy schemes organized in diverse structures and
operating with diverse budgets. In total they range around
250 000 EUR per year. The exact amount of finances
granted through regional or local schemes is not tracked
centrally; its specification would require further research.
Expenditures of owners spent on regular maintenance or
conservation of national cultural monuments without
governmental financial support are not being tracked. In
case governmental subsidy was provided, owners are
obliged to participate with 5% of the granted amount.

24. SLOVENIA
Zvezda KOŽELJ
Comments
The data was obtained by intersecting the GIS layer of built
heritage from the Cultural Heritage Register, Ministry of
Culture (http://giskd6s.situla.org/giskd/) and the GIS layer of
Building Cadastre, The Surveying and Mapping Authority of
the Republic of Slovenia (http://www.gu.gov.si/en/)
Sum of net floor area of parts of selected buildings from the
Building Cadastre. The Surveying and Mapping Authority of
the
Republic
of
Slovenia
(http://prostor3.gov.si/cepp_ang/izpis.jsp?ID=12305)
Source: Cultural Heritage Register, Ministry of Culture
(http://rkd.situla.org/)

Expenses
spent
by 2.199.179,37 €
505.393,92 €
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
* Slovenia has got not a regional authority level yet!
** Institute for the Protection of Cultural Heritage of Slovenia.
25. SWEDEN
Charlotte Hamilton
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Source:

National level*: Ministry of Culture, Cultural Heritage
Directorate (http://www.mk.gov.si/en/)

Local
level*:
Ministry
of
Finance:
(http://www.mf.gov.si/en/)
For projects for restoration of cultural monuments in state
ownership, archeological research and conservationrestoration works of art (executed by a state museum or
IPHC**) – budget subsidies cover up to 100% of all costs.
Budget subsidies (national, local) cover up to 50 % of all
costs, so the investors (owners or legal holders of cultural
monuments) have to (co)finance the rest of 50% sum for the
projects

Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

2014
70.739

2015
70.759

Comments
Figures for 2015:

Protected by the state: 9 716 (private and state
owned);

4 043 churches (owned by Swedish Church),
protected locally; about 57 000 (private owned or
local authorities) = total 70 759
Figures for locally protected construction is an estimate
because only 50% of the municipalities in Sweden have
made their data available.
Figures for construction protected by the state derives from
Swedish
Heritage
Board
(http://www.bebyggelseregistret.raa.se/bbr2/sok/search.raa)
Data not available

281.611

283.669

Figures from National Heritage Board.

1.476.379.000
SEK

1.460.514.000
SEK

Figures for 2014: Figures are estimates and derives from
the budget spent by the National Heritage Board (73 379
000 SEK), National Property Board of Sweden (about 943
000 000 SEK), Swedish Church (about 460 000 000 SEK) =
Total=1,476,379,000 SEK
Data not available

26. UK
Alexandra Warr
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

2014

2015

19.833

19.850

Comments
Heritage assets, England 2014/2015

All listed buildings (no.) 375,880 / 376,064

Scheduled monuments (no.) 19,833 / 19,850

Historic Battlefields (no.) 46 / 46

Protected Historic Wreck Sites (no.) 49 / 49

World Heritage Sites (no.) 18 / 18
Heritage assets, England 2014/ 2015

National Park (land 000's ha) 1,216 / 1,216

AONB (land 000's ha) 1,914 / 1,914

Ancient woodland (000's ha) 354 / 361

Heritage Coasts (000's ha) 164 / 164
Heritage assets, England 2014/ 2015

Scheduled monuments (no.) 19,833 / 19,850

Historic Battlefields (no.) 46 / 46

Protected Historic Wreck Sites (no.) 49 / 49

World Heritage Sites (no.) 18 / 18

Revenue Expenditure (Thousands) 2012-13 / 2013-14
England Culture & Heritage £362,347 / £339,845

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015
Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and
maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

Source: Local authority capital expenditure, receipts and
financing, DCLG
Measure: Local authority capital expenditure and financing
in England: individual local authority data 2009 - 2014
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Capital Expenditure (Thousands) 2012-13 / 2013-14
England Culture & Heritage £202,687/ £171,712

England Total Culture & Related Services £876,904/
£829,356
Source: Local authority capital expenditure, receipts and
financing, DCLG
Measure: Local authority capital expenditure and financing
in England: individual local authority data 2009 - 2014


Department of Culture, Media and Sport (£ million)
2013/14 / 2014/15
o
Listed Places of Worship Grants 19 / 23
o
National Heritage Memorial Fund 10 / 5.2
o
Royal Households Funding from DCMS 0.5 /
0.5
o
Royal Parks Funding from DCMS 13.3 / 17.6



Historic England Total Grant Expenditure (£ millions)
2013/14 / 2014/15
o
England 17.8 / 19.4

Source: Historic England Central Finance team via Historic
England: Heritage Counts 2015


Heritage Lottery Fund, Value of awards (£ million)
2013/14 / 2014/15
o
England 476.7 / 401.6

Source: Heritage Lottery Fund via Historic England:
Heritage Counts 2015


Churches Conservation Trust, 2013/14 / 2014/15
o
Expenditure on conservation/church repairs
(£, million) 6 / 10.4

Source: Heritage Counts 2015


Historic Royal Palaces 2013/14 / 2014/15
o
Spent on conservation of Royal Palaces (£,
million) 22.7 / 25.5

Source: Heritage Counts 2015
n/a

Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
27. UKRAINE
Alyona VERBITSKA (HEREIN Coordinator)
Questions
Number of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015

2014
19.264

2015
-

Surface area of protected
constructions on the 31th
of December in years 2014
and 2015
Number
of
protected
archaeological sites on
the 31th of December in
years 2014 and 2015

-

-

74.507

-

Budget for conservation,
restoration, repair and

2.089.588.8820
UAH

-

Comments
Total number of protected constructions consist of
architecture and town planning monuments which are
included to both the State register of culture heritage
monuments (Year 2014: 15912) and to the List of the newlydiscovered culture heritage objects (Year 2014: 3352)
There is no detailed information about surface area of
protected constructions on the 31th of December in years
2014
Total number of protected archaeological sites consist of
archeological monuments which are included to both the
State register of culture heritage monuments (Year 2014:
59282) and to the List of the newly-discovered culture
heritage objects (Year 2014: 15225)
State budget: 2014:24902,015 UAH
Local budget: 2014:2064686,867 UAH
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maintenance spent by all
government levels for
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015
Expenses
spent
by
owners
for
the
conservation, restoration,
repair and maintenance of
protected constructions in
years 2014 and 2015

62.164.6042
UAH

-

-
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